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Création Radio France
(6 Schoeps Cardioïdes)

2 plateaux Alu 
identiques 
usinés ...

Lustre Hexaphonique 1978 :

⤵120�
35 cm

Écrous et contre-écrous.
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 CAPTATION EN 

HEXAPHONIE  6.0

             POUR UNE COUVERTURE TOTALE (G à D) DE 120° :

-  SUPER CARDIO  (0,375) :

                          à 1,5 m  de la source  X = 36 cm   et  H = 40 cm

                          à 2,0 m  de la source  X = 40 cm   et  H = 45 cm

                          à 3,0 m  de la source  X = 44 cm   et  H = 49 cm

 

-  CARDIO    (0,5) :         

                          à 2,6 m  de la source  X = 48 cm   et  H = 54 cm

                          à 3,0 m  de la source  X = 50 cm   et  H = 56 cm

                          à 4,0 m  de la source  X = 52 cm   et  H = 58 cm

X = Y 

             POUR UNE COUVERTURE TOTALE (G à D) DE 120° :

-  INFRA  OU  HYPO   (0,660) :              

                          à 3,1 m  de la source  X = 56 cm   et  H = 63 cm

                          à 3,8 m  de la source  X = 58 cm   et  H = 65 cm

                          à 5,0 m  de la source  X = 60 cm   et  H = 67 cm

 

-  OMNI     ( 1 ) :           

                          à 5,5 m  de la source  X = 72 cm   et  H = 80 cm

                          à 8,0 m  de la source  X = 74 cm   et  H = 83 cm

                          à    ∞   de la source  X = 77 cm   et  H = 83 cm
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Calcul de la longueur des bras et la hauteur des 2 plateaux , pour juxtaposer les 6 angles de prise de son…   
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Notes d’un preneur de son sur les recherches du son 
en hexaphonie 1978
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LOCALIZATION OF LATERAL PHANTOM-SOURCES

G. Thei 1e, G. Plenge; Heinrich-Hertz-Institut GmbH, Berlin

Introduction
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More research has been conducted recently to determine which phantom
source locations, using the usual loudspeaker arrangement "0:, can
be applied to quadrophony: reminiscent for example of the groundwork
done by Ratliff (1) which waS presented to the A.E.S. Conference in
London in 1975. This research which extented only to loudspeaker ar-
rangements symmetrie to the median plane or ear axis, resulted in the

conclusion that an 'all
round effect' cannot be

__ produced with the usual
<">.. r 50' quadrophon i c loudspeaker

. arrangement. This is pro-

f ', I ved clearly by the result'i of Ratl i ff' s experiment
110\90" /1 (fig.l).

,I. . It shows that"an uniform
/ I 8et distribution of phantom

sources lateral to the
1i stener, with the loud-

-6 6 12 18 24 dB speakers LF + LR and
RF + RR respectively, is
not possible. It shows
that even small level dif-
ferences between the loud-
speakers lead to large angle
changesand that 1ocalizati on

Fig.l Jumps here and there bet-
130' "Ieen the 1oudspeakers at the

------- ---- ---- front and at the back.

Design of experiments

As it i s not poss i ble 10 achiElle the des i red 'a11 round effect' with the
usual positioning of the loudspeakers, a divergent solution had to be
investi gated. Beforehand however, it had to be thorough ly exami ned which
phantom sources result in loudspeaker arrangements which are asymmetri-
cal to the median plane.
In doing so the following limitations were made in the research pro-
gramme:
1) Signal differences between the loudspeakers were differences in level,
the time differences were consciously omitted as they do not occur
in the usual stereo/quadrophony recording process (Intensity
Stereophony) .
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2) The level differences always refer to the total signal.
Frequency dependent differences were not examined.

3) The number of loudspeaker wad, limited to two.
4) The loudspeaker aperture was always Sl = 600,
corresponding to the optimal value in two chanel stereophony.
Larger angles lead to inadmissable angles of elevation of the
phantom source, smaller angles lead to a too large number ,of
10udspeaker ( > 6) when tryi ng to achi eve an 'a11 round ef-
feet' .

5) The lateral displacements of base centre were d = 00 (control
value) 200, 400, 600, 800, 900, (lateral, ear axis), 1000, 1200
(ref. 00 straight ahead)

6) It was taken that the results were equal for left and right
(symmetrie to the median plane) and for back and front.

7) The signals were either Gaussian noise
impulses, band limited noise 0,6 - 10 KHz,
or continuous speech.

8) The loudspea, kers were always two metres distant
from the observer.

9) The measurments were taken inan echo free room.

Method

lala,., dh;p18eement
of ,t.roo· be•• eonl.,

VJ I dlreC:UOIl of
phanlom50uree

',onl

'18·2

To elucidate, Fiq. 2 shows a typical,arrangement (lateral displacement
of base centre cl = 400). The determination of sound sensation (posi-

tion ofphantom sourees) was made
with the help of an asoustic in-
dicator. A variable angle of inci-
dence of a reference signal (noise
impulse) was varied until the di-
recti on of sound sensati on to,be
measured agreed with the direction
of sound sensation of the referen-
ce signal. This method has the
advantage that only the aural
sense is required and so mi stakes
made through the introduction of
other senses, such as are made
in the 'Report Method', - indica-
ting with the finger or arm,

nodding the head or body in the direction being listened to, etc., are
avoided. It is also possible to include the area behind the listener
by using the purely acoustical method. A requirement is a dardened room.
The location of the phantom source is dependent on whether or not the
head of the listener is fixed. In order to exclude all other acoustical
influences which could occur when the subjects head is held still in
one position, the subjects were askes to look at a light source through
two s1its in a mask. Even by a ti ny movement of the eye or head; the
source could only be seen from one eye or not at all.
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The loudspeaker pairs with differing lateral displacements of base
centres were given the subjects in random order, as were the level
differences between the loudspeakers. These had the values of
OdB to ± 18 dB ins teps of 3 dB and ± 00 (realsources , one loud-
speaker).

400' 11I ,," t ,,-f I\ \ I I I "" ) y
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11---<'.(' -20' • MERlEN$ G.uIIlan tone.

4 WENDT cllC'kl

.0" X own m••,urern_nt,
noIMlm,,,'"

Resul ts
The diagrams 3 - 7 show results of the

tp

measurements taken. Shown
are ihe medi an val ues and
the quartils. Diagram 3
shows a comparison of the
already knOilhvalues for Jlor-
mal stereo arrangement cl = 00
after Mertens (2), Wendt (3)
and Ratliff (1) and our own
control measurments. Inspite
of the different signals, the
results are very similar.

Fig.3 Dir.cUon of phantom50UrCt

The di agrams 4 - 6 show the results for d = 40 0 , 600 , 80 0 •
One can see that :
1) The 1eve1 difference llL = 0 does not produce a phantom source

located at base centre.
2) The slope of curve increases with Cf-'900 , i.e. the production of
the sound sensation between the loudspeakers became more difficult
aso a larger area of angle with smaller level differences had to be
covered.

3) The quartils, that ist the interindividual variations, become
1arger with f§ ..... 900 •

Finally, diag. 7 shows the results for 6 = 900 . The variations
are extremely large, as is the slope of the curve. 6 dB level
differential led, by<an aperture of 600 , to an angle displacement
of over 400 , with d =00 6 dB causes about 140 displacement.
The conclusion to be drawnfrom the last result for 0 = 900 is that
in the search for a loudspeaker arrangement which allows an 'all round
effect' the directions right and left on the lateral (900 ) must be re-
presented trough real sources. From this it can be seen that if an
aperture of up to 600 for the pair of loudspeaker is allowed there
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resu1ts the fo110wing arrangement: (fig.8).
Together with that the 10ca1ization va1ues in
the suggested 10udspeaker arrangement shou1d
be examined. Those 10ca1ization curves necessa-
ry for the groduction of the 13 sound sensations
00, lSo, 30 , 4So, .... 1800 were taken from
those chane1 1eve1 di fferences of 0' = 00, ,!
600, 1200, 1800.

Fig.8

f desired 0° lSo 300 4So 60° 7S" 90" lOso 1200 13S' lS0° 16S' 1800

J O· o· 0' 60' 60' 60' 60' 120' 120' 120' 120' 180" 180·

0 -7 -00 +4 -2 -8 -00 +9 +S -1 -00 -7 0

These settings shou1d be offered to the subject and, in addition to the
signal uSed in the first experiment (noise Llf = 0,6 ... 10 kHz),
The tab1e shows c1ear1y once again:
1) That on1y for the di recti on jtJ = 00 and fl = 1800,
(base centres ) the 1eve1 di fferences are equa1öL = Od8.

2) For the other base centres varying va1ues app1y ( -2 d8 d + S d8);
the 10c8,1 ization of the lateral phantom sources occur asymmetric in
relation to the ear axis.

In this experiment the acoustic indicator was not used but the subjects
were asked to note the percives sound direction on a printed sheet of
paper (Fig. 9). The 10udspeaker were hidden by an acoustica11y permeable

curtain. This method also provided
we11 reproducab1e resu1ts, as the
research by P1 enge et a1. (4)had
a1 ready shown.
The resu1ts are shown in diagram 10

119- q for noise impulses. Diag.11 shows
those for male speech .
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The application of this loudspeaker arrangement for quadrophony
could occur in the following manner without increasing the num-
ber of channels for transmission and storage and without loss of
information by means of a matrix process.

ftont

matrix . [IJ /""'\.LB'L'\JB:::l1l 1 .-

RB--back

front

Fig.

Each of the front and back transmission channels of one side are led
into a matrix, which isolates the coherent signal parts dependent on
their level relation. At full coherence and level equality (lateral
source 900) the signal pair / LB and RF / RB respectively are blended
out of the transmission channels; they appear completely in the lateral
support chanels Ls ' and Rs ' respectively. The support signal appearsso much weaker the smaller the coherence or the larger the level diffe-
rence. This happens(in the case of coherence corresponding the locali-
zati on curves for Cl = 600 and c:§ = 1200.
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